
Youtube video link：https://youtu.be/gmX-NuobCV0
Model No.: IH-810W

Operation: semi-automatic
Application: industrial lockstitch sewing machine for wigs making purpose, with round ball fixture
to support wig rotating and sewing operation.

Note: wig making can be done for many types of sewing machines including household type, but
if you are looking for industrial sewing machine to make wig, this is what you need to pick up. We
can arrange direct ship from our factory to your port or door service. Currently there’s no
automatic sewing machine for wigs pattern, it has to be done by manual sewing.

Needle type: DPx5
Needle quantity: single needle
Needle distance: 0~5mm
Presser foot lifting height: 6~10mm
Max sewing thickness: 10mm
Sewing speed: 2000rpm
Motor: 550W energy saving motor brush-less type.

Machine head packing: 64.5*27*56cm in carton box G.W. 29kgs/carton;
Machine table & stand: 125*55*20cm in carton box G.W. 28.5kgs/carton;
Brush-less energy saving motor: 31*28*21cm 5kgs.

Feature of single needle sewing machine for wigs making:
● The post bed is located on the right side of the needle, which is convenient for sewing the
material.
● Vertical rotary hook inside the post bed, directly connect to the sewing machine bed plate,
such design can increase stability and reduce vibration when sewing.
● Easy adjustment of seam size (stitch length) by turning the wheel.
● It is easy to do reverse sewing by gently pressing the backstitch sewing rod.
● Upside-down needle penetration and post supporting structure will ease your sewing to be
smooth and free.
● Use flat presser foot instead of rotary hook, which can be applied to the sewing of wigs.

Introduction of the machine:
It’s actually using a round ball fixture on the post bed top of a industrial single needle sewing
machine that can sew shoes, hat or wig etc. You can see the replacement in the video:
https://youtu.be/rKSxr46itmw

Wigs making with sewing machine is highly depending on operators’ crafting skill and material
quality, we’d love to see our machine can serve you well. If you had any problems for the
machine using or repairing, we’ll provide lifetime online instruction for you.
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